
Chapter	  4	  

Convec.on	  
Adiaba.c	  lapse	  rate	  



1. Outline: 
 a.  air parcel theory, adiabatic processes 
 b.  how do we define/determine atmospheric stability? 
  

2. Readings: Chapter 4 



VERTICAL STRUCTURE – T STRATIFICATION 

DLA Fig. 2.20 

atmospheric layers 
primarily defined by the 
variation of temperature 

with height 



DLA Fig. 2.20 

Vertical Structure – Troposphere 

•  Decreasing T with height 
•  A layer of vigorous vertical 

mixing 
•  Atmospheric composition 

relatively constant 
•  Contains virtually all of the 

atmosphere’s water vapor and 
most of its mass 

•  Most ‘weather’ phenomenon 
occur in the troposphere 

Troposphere means  
‘region of mixing’ 



LAPSE RATES 

A lapse rate is the rate at which temperature decreases (lapses) 
with increasing altitude. 
 
3 different lapse rates we need to consider: 
(1) dry adiabatic lapse rate 
(2) moist adiabatic lapse rate 
(3) environmental lapse rate 



Example of Environmental lapse rate 

Nega%ve	  lapse	  rate:	  
the	  temperature	  increases	  with	  
eleva%on	  	  



•  A dry lapse rate of 9.8C°/km is often used to calculate 
temperature changes in air not at 100% relative humidity. 

 
•  A moist lapse rate of 6.5C°/km is used to calculate the 

temperature changes in air that is saturated (i.e., air at 100% 
relative humidity). 

•  Lapse rates present a model sufficiently accurate to predict 
temperate changes associated with updrafts and downdrafts. 



UPWARD MOTION AS A COOLING MECHANISM 

DLA Fig. 5.4 

air parcel = small portion 
of air characterized by its  

 T, p and ρ 

adiabatic process = no 
exchange of heat energy 
between air parcel and 

surrounding environment 

Important Terms: 



UPWARD MOTION AS A COOLING MECHANISM 

DLA Fig. 5.4 

1.  Same characteristics as 
surrounding air 

2.  Parcel expands, density 
decreases 

3.  Thermal energy is used 
to expand the volume 
of the air parcel è  
T decreases 

4.  Expansion stops once 
air parcel pressure is 
equal to surrounding 
air and expansion 
ceases 

dry adiabatic lapse rate = 
9.8 °C / km 



DRY ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE 

•  Air	  parcels	  that	  do	  not	  contain	  cloud	  (are	  not	  saturated)	  cool	  at	  the	  dry	  adiaba%c	  lapse	  
rate	  as	  they	  rise	  through	  the	  atmosphere.	  

•  The atmospheric lapse rate, combined with adiabatic cooling and 
heating of air related to the expansion and compression of atmospheric 
gases, present a unified model explaining the cooling of air as it moves 
aloft and the heating of air as it descends downslope. 



•  A fundamental principle of meteorology is that of the principle of a 
conserved quantity 

•  The first law of thermodynamics is a version of the law of 
conservation of energy, adapted for thermodynamic systems. 

•  The law of conservation of energy states that the total energy of an 
isolated system is constant; energy can be transformed from one 
form to another, but cannot be created or destroyed. 



FIRST LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS 



DRY ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE 

First law of thermodynamics 

Perfect gas law 

Hydrostatic equation 
 

Under adiabatic conditions: 

Cp-‐Cv=R	  

The	  dry	  adiaba%c	  lapse	  rate	  for	  air	  depends	  only	  on	  the	  specific	  heat	  capacity	  of	  air	  at	  
constant	  pressure	  and	  the	  accelera%on	  due	  to	  gravity.	  	  



HOW TO DETERMINE STABILITY?  
 

COMPARE ENVIROMENTAL LAPSE RATE WITH  
DRY (OR MOIST) LAPSE RATE 



MOIST ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE	  

•  When an air parcel that is saturated with water vapor rises, 
some of the vapor will condense and release latent heat. 

–  This process causes the parcel to cool more slowly, than if would 
not be saturated. 

–  The moist adiabatic lapse rate varies considerably, because the 
amount of water vapor in the air is highly variable. 

–  The greater the amount of vapor, the smaller the adiabatic lapse 
rate. 

–   As an air parcels rises and cools, it may eventually lose its 
moisture through condensation;  

•  its lapse rate then increases and approaches the dry adiabatic value. 



•  Γs is known as the saturated adiabatic lapse rate. 
•  L is the latent heat of condensation 
•  The saturation-specific humidity, q∗ , is the specific humidity 

at which saturation occurs 
	  

Weaker than dry adiabatic lapse rate 
Ranging from 3 to 10 C/km 

	  

SATURATED ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE 



MOIST ADIABATIC LAPSE RATE 

•  Air	  parcels	  that	  get	  saturated	  as	  they	  rise	  	  
will	  cool	  at	  a	  rate	  smaller	  than	  the	  dry	  	  
adiaba%c	  lapse	  rate	  due	  the	  hea.ng	  
produced	  by	  the	  condensa.on	  
of	  water	  vapor.	  
	  
	  
•	  This	  moist	  adiaba%c	  lapse	  rate	  
is	  not	  a	  constant	  but	  determined	  
by	  considering	  the	  combined	  
effects	  of	  expansion	  cooling	  
and	  latent	  hea%ng.	  



•  The difference between the envirmontal lapse rate in the 
atmosphere and the dry and moist adiabatic lapse rates 
determines the vertical stability of the atmosphere. 

–  the tendency of an air particle to return to its original position or to 
accelerate away from its original position after being given a slight vertical 
displacement.  

•  For this reason, the lapse rate is of prime importance to 
meteorologists in forecasting certain types of cloud formations, 
the incidence of thunderstorms, and the intensity of 
atmospheric turbulence. 



STABILITY 

DLA Fig. 5.11 

STABLE 

UNSTABLE 

NEUTRAL 

 stability = measure of 
the restoring force an 
air parcel experiences 

upon undergoing a 
vertical displacement 



Parcel Buoyancy 

b' > 0 

•  parcel air is less dense 
than environment air 

•  parcel is warmer than 
environmental air 

•  positively buoyant è 
parcel will rise 

•  parcel air is more dense 
than environment air 

•  Parcel is colder than 
environmental air 

•  negatively buoyant è 
parcel will sink 

b' < 0 

Holton  
Eq. 9.46 



Atmospheric Static Stability – Absolute Stability 

Figure from Meteorology Today, 
C. Ahrens, 6th Ed, 1991 

environmental lapse rate less than the moist 
adiabatic lapse rate 



Atmospheric Static Stability – Absolute Instability 

Figure from Meteorology Today, 
C. Ahrens, 6th Ed, 1991 

environmental lapse rate greater than the dry 
adiabatic lapse rate 



Figure from Meteorology Today, C. Ahrens, 6th Ed, 1991 

Atmospheric Stability 
On a Skew T Diagram 

to determine stability:  need 
to compare the 

environmental lapse rate 
with dry and moist adiabats 



Lifting Mechanisms 

majority of clouds are formed via the above mechanisms 

Figure from Meteorology Today, C. Ahrens, 6th Ed, 1991 



POTENTIAL	  TEMPERATURE	  
DRY	  OR	  SUPERSATURATED	  CONDITIONS	  

First	  law	  of	  thermodynamics	  

Perfect	  gas	  law	  

Under	  adiaba.c	  condi.ons:	  

The	  poten.al	  temperature	  of	  a	  parcel	  of	  fluid	  at	  pressure	  is	  the	  temperature	  that	  the	  parcel	  
would	  acquire	  if	  adiaba%cally	  brought	  to	  a	  standard	  reference	  pressure,	  usually	  1000	  millibars.	  



Stability	  

AMtude	  to	  convec%ve	  systems	  
	  
If	  the	  poten%al	  temperature	  decreases	  with	  height,	  the	  atmosphere	  is	  unstable	  to	  
ver%cal	  mo%ons.	  	  
	  



EQUIVALENT	  POTENTIAL	  TEMPERATURE	  
SATURATED	  CONDITIONS	  

Under	  adiaba%c	  condi%ons:	  

Equivalent	  poten%al	  temperature	  θe	  	  is	  conserved.	  
	  

Temperature	  of	  a	  parcel	  of	  air	  that	  would	  reach	  if	  	  
all	  the	  water	  vapor	  in	  the	  parcel	  were	  to	  condense,	  releasing	  its	  

latent	  heat,	  and	  the	  parcel	  was	  brought	  adiaba8cally	  to	  stantdard	  
reference	  pressure	  1000mbar	  


